
EZ Kiss
拍數: 32 牆數: 2 級數: Improver ECS

編舞者: Jannie Tofte Stoian (DK) - July 2009
音樂: Miss Kiss Kiss Bang (Radio Version) - Alex Swings Oscar Sings!

Intro: 8 count intro from main beat (app. 7 sec. into track)

Tag: Mini tag on wall 4 after 12 counts. Instead of doing a mambo step hold – you do a mambo touch hold.

Restarts: Restart on wall 4 after your mini tag (16 counts) and on wall 10 after 20 counts (both marked with *).

Note: This can be used as a floor split to Scott Blevins’ fab dance ‘Coochie Bang Bang’

(1-8) Cross L, Kick Rx2, Behind side cross, Kick Lx2
1-3 Cross L over R, kick R x2 01:30
4-6 Step R behind L, step L to L side, cross R over L 10:30
7-8 Kick L x2 10:30

(9-16) Behind side cross, side, L mambo step, hold
1-4 Cross L behind R, step R to R side, cross L over R, step R to R side 12:00
5-8* Rock back on L, recover weight onto R, step L fw, hold (8) (restart here on wall 4) 12:00

(17-24) Step ½ turn L step, Hold, Kick ball step to R side, Hold
1-4* Step R fw, turn ½ L stepping down on L, step R fw, hold (4) (restart here on wall 10) 06:00
5-8 Kick L fw, step L next to R, step R to R side, hold (8) 07:30

(25-32) Heel grind x2, cross, hold, step slide
1-2 Cross L heel over R (toes pointing R), step R to R side as you grind L heel (toes now pointing

L) 06:00
3-4 Repeat counts 1-2 06:00
5-6 Cross L over R, hold (6) 07:30
7-8 Step R slightly diagonal fw, slide L next to R, keeping weight on R (it will make it easier for

you to start the dance over if you’re facing 7:30 rather than 6:00 o’ clock)
Option: instead of doing a step slide, you can step R to R, then do a body roll from down and up to 06:00
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